
REFLEXIVE BANACH ALGEBRAS

E. R. KEOWN

1. This paper contains a generalization in the commutative case

of the structure theorem of W. Ambrose for i7*-algebras. An im-

mediate result of Ambrose's axioms is that the orthogonal comple-

ment of an ideal is an ideal of the same nature. This fact suggests

thinking in terms of a Banach algebra whose conjugate space is a

Banach algebra such that the annihilator of an ideal in one algebra

is an ideal in the other algebra. This is the essential idea in the

definition of a commutative, semi-simple, reflexive Banach algebra

given in §2. This section shows that such an algebra is essentially an

Zp-space in which a product has been defined by means of co-ordinate

multiplication. §3 contains a few remarks and examples concerning

the author's conjecture that a similar structure theorem must exist

in the noncommutative case.

The term annihilator will be constantly needed in both its ring and

vector space sense. The phrase ring annihilator will be used to distin-

guish the use of the term in the ring sense from its use in the vector

space sense. B' will be used to denote the conjugate space of the

given algebra B. Greek letters «, 8, and p will be used to denote com-

plex numbers. Elements in B will be denoted by letters x, y, and z,

while elements in B' will be denoted by/, g, and h. The value of the

linear functional/at the point x will be denoted by (x,/). Projections

in B will be denoted by means of the letter E, while those in B' will be

denoted by means of E'. The following theorems from the general

theory will be used.

Theorem (A). The maximal, regular ideals of a commutative

Banach algebra are of deficiency one.

Theorem (B). The Jacobson radical of a Banach algebra is the inter-

section of all the maximal, regular, right ideals.

2. Definition 2.1. A commutative, semi-simple Banach algebra B

will be called reflexive if it satisfies the following conditions.

(a) The elements of B are the points of a reflexive Banach space.

(b) The conjugate space B' is a commutative, semi-simple Banach

algebra.
(c) The algebraic and metric properties are connected by the following

relations. If I is an ideal of B, then A', the annihilator of I, is an ideal

of B'. If B is the direct sum of the ideals I\ and I2 and if Xi = yi+Zi with
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yiG.h and Zi(E.I2 (* = 1, 2), then- \\yi\\ =||y2|| and \\zi\\ =\\z2\\ imply
||xi||=||x2||.

(d) B is related to B' in the same manner that B' is related to B.

A commutative, semi-simple, reflexive Banach algebra will be

called a cssr Banach algebra in the remainder of this paper.

Lemma 2.1. If M is a maximal, regular ideal of a cssr Banach algebra

B, then B is the direct sum of M and a minimal ideal A where A con-

sists of the scalar multiples of an idempotent E.

M is known by the general theory of commutative Banach alge-

bras to be of deficiency one. The annihilator A' of M must therefore

be one-dimensional, i.e. A' is a one-dimensional ideal of B' and con-

sequently must be the scalar multiples of an idempotent P'. B' is the

direct sum of A' and M', the ring annihilator of P', i.e.

B' = M' + A'.

This decomposition implies that B is the direct sum of M, the null

space of A', and A, the null space of M'. Since M' is a maximal,

regular ideal, it follows that A is a one-dimensional ideal, i.e. A

must be the scalar multiples of an idempotent P.

Lemma 2.2. If E is the idempotent generator of a minimal ideal A

of B, then there exists a minimal ideal A' of B' whose idempotent gen-

erator E' acts as the adjoint of E. In other words, if Te is the linear

transformation on B whose value at x is TeX=Ex and Te' is the linear

transformation on B' whose value at f is P^'/ = P'/, then Te> is the ad-

joint transformation of Te.

Let M be the ideal which is the ring annihilator of P, then B

= M+A. M contains every element of the form x —Px so that M

is a maximal, regular ideal. The annihilator A' of M is the scalar

multiples of an idempotent E'. We shall show that E' is the "adjoint"

of P. We have the two direct decompositions:

B = M + A,       B' = M' + A'.

Let x=xi+x2 and/=/i+/2 with XiGAf, ft6A,/i£if', and f2£.A'.
Then

(Px, /) = (x2, /) = (x2, E'f) = (x, E'f).

The notation of the two previous lemmas will be adopted as stand-

ard. Each maximal, regular ideal M of B produces a decomposition

of B and B' into

B = M + A,       B' = M' + A'
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where A and A' are minimal ideals of B and B' respectively. The

idempotent generators of A and A' are E and E' which are the ad-

joints of each other when considered as bounded, linear operators

over their respective algebras. The elements E and E' will be re-

ferred to as the idempotents related to M and M' respectively.

Every maximal, regular ideal M of B generates a multiplicative,

linear functional over B. If E is related to M, then the multiplicative

linear functional generated by M must be of the form g' = mE' for

some complex number m. Since g' is multiplicative, it follows that

(E, g') = (E, g')2 so that (E, g') is either 1 or 0. If (E, g') were 0,

then g' would be the zero functional so that (E, g')=l. g' will be

called the multiplicative functional related to M. The multiplicative

functional related to M' is g, the "adjoint" of g'.

Lemma 2.3. If B is a cssr Banach algebra whose underlying space is

separable, then B contains only a countable set (Mx) of maximal regular

ideals. If Ei and gl are the idempotent and multiplicative linear func-

tional related to Mit then the set {E{, gl } (i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ) forms a bi-

orthogonal sequence.

If Mi and M2 are distinct, maximal, regular ideals with E\ and E2

their related idempotents, then E\E2 belongs to distinct minimal

ideals and so is 0.

(Eu g{) = (EM, g2') = (E1E2, g{) = 0.

Thus the idempotent related to one maximal, regular ideal belongs to

the null space of the multiplicative, linear functional related to any

other maximal ideal. To every multiplicative, linear functional

g'EB', there corresponds an xEB of norm one such that (x, g')

= ||g'jl. Thus we have the relation ||g'||2 = (x2, g') ^||x2||||g'|| ^||g'|| so

that |[g'|| =1. It is known that in a separable space such a biorthog-

onal sequence must be countable.

Notice that if g'=mE' is the multiplicative, linear functional re-

lated to M, then g = mE is the multiplicative, linear functional re-

lated to M'.

Lemma 2.4. Let (Mt) (i = l, ■ ■ ■ , n) be a finite set of distinct,

maximal, regular ideals of B with (Ei) and (gl) the set of related idem-

potents and multiplicative, linear functional. Let w„ = flAf,- and E

= Ei+ • • • +En with In = BE. Then B is the direct sum

B = mn + In

and B' is the direct sum
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«'-«.' + /.',

with m/, the annihilator of In and In' the annihilator of m„.

Let A be the ring annihilator of P. Then

B = A + In, B' = A'+In',

with /„' the annihilator of A and A' the annihilator of /„'. Let xG-4

and hEB'. Then (P<x, h)=(x, P/fe)=0 for t = l, ••-,«. Thus
E[ GP.' and consequently g/ GP,' for * = 1, ■ • • , w. This means

MiDA and Hi-fO^. If xGnilf,-, then Px = 0, so that xG^4. Thus

A = flM,

Let P'=Pi'+ • • • +£„', then for &GP,' and xGS we have (x, h)

= (Ex, h) = (x, E'h), or (x, h—Eh) =0. This means that h = E'h and

that the idempotents (P/) (i = 1, • • • , n) form a basis for /„'.

Lemma 2.5. If I denotes the ideal of B consisting of all finite linear

combinations of the minimal idempotents (P,), then I is dense in B.

I contains all the In of the previous lemma. Let m' denote the

annihilator of I. Note that w„' Dm' for every n, where mn' is the

annihilator of 7„. Now if jc£m', then for every n, let gn be the multi-

plicative functional for M„ .

(gn,   X)   =   (Engn,  x)   =   (gn,  P„'x).

But xGw', so that xGw„' and P„'x = 0. This means that (g», x) =0

for every «, so that x belongs to all the regular maximal ideals of B'.

Since B' is semi-simple, x = 0. This shows that m' is the zero ideal

and that I must be dense in B.

From the general theory of commutative, semi-simple Banach

algebras we have two corollaries.

Corollary (A). The ideals with compact support in the structure

space are dense in B.

Corollary (B). Every proper, closed ideal may be embedded in a

maximal, regular ideal.

Lemma 2.6. The set (P<) (i = l, • • • , n, ■ • • ) is a basis for B.

Let /„ designate any one of the finite-dimensional ideals of Lemma

2.4. If x is any element of B then x = x„-|-z where x„GP> and z(£mn.

There is an element /GP' of norm one such that (xn,f) =||xn||. Thus

(*,/) = (*»,/) + (*,/)= || *»|| + («,/).
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If (z,/)=0, then

Ml HMIIWI* (*,/)-Ml-
If   (z, f)=reie,  consider  the  element  x" =xn+e~iez.  Then   ||x||

=ll*"ll=lk'llll/||^(*"./)=||*.||+r.
Thus in all cases ||x|| is not less than ||x„||. We now observe that

n

Xn = X) (x, gl )E{,

and our condition reads

t(x,gl)Ei   =||x„|| g||*||.

This condition is sufficient to insure that the (Ei) form a basis for B.

The set (£,-/||£,-||) (» = 1, • • • , n, ■ ■ ■ ) will be denoted in the re-

mainder of paper by (mj). Since we are interested primarily in the

infinite-dimensional case, we shall assume in the remainder of the

paper that there are an infinite number of elements in this collection.

Lemma 2.7. Let x=tini-\-t2h and y = 5iMi+52fe where |ei| =|8i|,

|e2| = j S21, |A||=||i||=l, and Eih = Eik = 0. These conditions imply

that ||x||=j|y|.

Consider the decomposition of B given by

B = BEX + I.

Then x=eini+e2h, y = 5iMi+52fe are the expansions of x and y in

this direct sum. Since ||eirti|| =||8i»i|| and ||«2ft|| = P2^II> it follows that

IMI-IMI-
Lemma 2.8. Let x=€r»i-f • • • +e,My and y = 5iM" + ■ • ■ +f>jn'/

where \a\ = | S»| (t = l, • • ■ ,/), and the (n") (* = 1, • • • , j) are dis-

tinct elements of the set of all («,•). Then ||x|| = ||y||.

First consider the special case

X = ei»i +  •  • •   + (jtlj

and

y = hni + • • • + S,-nm,

with m ^j. The case for j = 2 has been proved above. Assume the

lemma holds for j = r and consider

X = e&i +  ■  ■ ■   + (r»r + «r+lMr+l
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and

y = 8i«i + • • ■ + ornT + Sr+inm.

Let £ = Pi+ • • • +Pr, and consider the decomposition

B = EB + I.

The induction follows as above. In the general case, one chooses a

third element z = t\n{ + • • • +«;»/ where (n{, ■ ■ ■ , nj) is a set of

distinct elements which contains no element of the sets (»i, • • • , nj)

and («", • • • , n'/). By successive applications of the special case it

may be shown that ||x|| = ||z|| and ||y|| = ||z||.

The next lemma is a very slight modification of a result of F.

Bohnenblust, but some of the argument is included for completeness

Lemma 2.9. If x = er»i + • • ■ -\-eknk, then there exists a p^l such

that

||*|| = (hi|p+--- + M*)1".

The argument will be carried out for the case where all the (e.)

(i=l, • ■ • , k) are positive. The previous lemma shows that this is

not a restriction. Consider the function

N(e, 8) = ||«n + «*||,

where \\k\\ =1 and Eih = 0. By Lemma 2.7, N(e, 8) is independent of

the choice of h, providing h satisfies the given conditions. Note that

N satisfies the following relations.

(a) N(re, r8) =rN(e, 8) when r is positive.

Recalling that the elements of B have their bound as linear func-

tional over B' as their norm, it is clear that

(b) N(e, 8) g 2V(e", 8")

whenever e is not greater than e" and S is not greater than 5".

(c) N(e, 8) is a symmetric function of e and 5.

Now define a new function

N'(t, 8, p) = ||e»i + 8n2 + p»,||,

and note that N' is a symmetric function of its variables. Note

r -i (8n2 + PW3)
N[e,N(8,p)]=    em + N(8, p) -rr--■-{r   .

\\8n2-\- pn3\\

Lemma 2.8 shows that ||8»2+pm|| =||8m+pm||, so that N(8, p)

= ||8m+P«s||. Also
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N[t, N(8, p)] = ||cm + Sn2 + p»,|| = N'(t, S, p).

In the same manner, N[N(e, 5), p]=N'(e, 8, p), so that

(d) N[N(e,b-),p]=N[e,N(8,p)].
Finally,

(e) iV(l,0)=||«1||=l.

Bohnenblust has shown that a function enjoying properties (a)

through (e) must be of the form

N't, 8) = («" + 8»yi*

for some p (0 <p ^ oo). By induction (employing condition (d) above),

it follows for real («,) that

||«i»i + • • ■ + «*«*|| = («i + • • • + ti)     ■

For complex coefficients, Lemma 2.8 shows that

||«i»i + • • • + «t»*|| = || | «i | «i + ■ • ■ + | «* | »*||

= (\*i\p+■'■ + Uhi/p.
Corollary.    If   xEB    and   x= X<" i    (x<   g!)Ei,    then    \\x\\

=(Er.i|(x,g/)||£,-||h)^.
The previous lemmas establish the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. If B is a separable, cssr Banach algebra of infinite

dimension, then there exists a p (1 <p) and a set of constants (dl) such

that B is isomorphic to a space of sequences L such that multiplication in

B corresponds to co-ordinate multiplication in L. If x~(ei), then

llxll  = ( Y* d-\ e-l" I 1/p11*11   ^2-*ki;  •

The index p must not be less than one since a Banach space is

convex. It must be greater than one since the space is reflexive. It is

clear then the nonseparable case may be handled in an analogous

case by means of Zorn's Lemma.

3. The above technique does not extend directly to the noncom-

mutative case. By requiring the underlying space to be a Hilbert

space, a different set of axioms may be given for the 77*-algebras of

Ambrose in which the dependence on the spectral theorems for proofs

may be completely avoided. The author is encouraged by this fact to

believe that a noncommutative structure theorem exists in which

an algebra is postulated whose underlying space is a reflexive space,
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but whose conjugate space has multiplication defined only for a dense

set of elements. Presumably the desired structure theorem would be

that the algebra was the set of all infinite matrices (an) such that

00

2      I 0,7 |p <   o°,
««=l.j-l

with l<p<p/(p-l).

The author has the result which might be expected, i.e. finite-

dimensional matrices along the diagonal in the completely continu-

ous case, but has not obtained the general result as yet.
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